AIDE   TO   SIR   AUSTEN
must have advanced considerably his popularity and prestige
in the House.
Before the resolution was called the House had had a
stormy afternoon on a Scottish Bill. Eden's success can be
measured by The Times digest of the debate. All the
speakers on both sides of the House who followed him were
encouraged to put forward constructive suggestions. The
seconder of the resolution talked about a Minister for Settle-
ment; Major Astor about the adoption of areas in the
Dominions by British cities, and Mr. MacKinder elaborated
the need for personal experience. According to The Times
this speech, and that of Dr. Shiels, were welcome signs that
* the problem is both non-party and " understanded of the
people ".* Mr. Hilton Young, recently turned Tory, was
moved to eulogize a new Socialist vision of a, peace-ensuring
and -ensuing British Empire which had supplanted the old
Socialist nightmare of that Empire as a capitalist dodge. Miss
Bondfield took the motion seriously, stressed the need for
special aid in the settlement of women, and attributed the
obvious change in the Socialist attitude to the new guarantee
of decent living conditions overseas. Mr. Amery (the
Dominions Secretary) was able to rise in ' a congenial atmo-
sphere * to give credit to the Empire Settlement Act in spite
of * practical difficulties in the way of the rapid expansion
of the policy upon which we have been embarking % for the
steady increase it had caused of interest in and knowledge of
a subject of profound importance. The mover of the resolu-
tion had made ' an admirable speech ' and ' to-night's debate
has, to me at least, been full of encouragement *. The Times
considered it an excellent debate. Over and above the good-
will and helpful suggestions Mr. Amery had little to offer
that was new, nor did any hint emerge that Government
policy would do anything to quicken the rate of immigra-
tion in the near future.
As for the mover of the resolution, The Times asserted
that in calling attention to the reciprocal value of Empire
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